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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 1933

VOLUME XXXII. No. 47

Registration Officer Announces Track Meet Judging Begins President of Normal Four Named
High School Confers With Clapp For Offices
Figures Show Army Promotions Is Discussed ForEditorial
Contest
Sm all D rop
By Students
In A. W. S.
Nineteen Sophomores Are Named
Corporals and Sergeants

Elan to Allow Graduates to Earn
Further Teaching Certificates
Thirty Newspapers Have Entered
Maj. G. L. Smith, U. S. A., command
Sheldon E. Davis, president of the
Competition; Four Class Trophies
Year’s Total Is Only 12' Less Than er of the Grizzly battalion, announces Investigate Possibility of Carrying
State Normal College at Dillon, was in Change in May Fete Is Planned
Will Be Awarded
the following promotions of secondMissoula Monday and Tuesday con
1931-32; Fewer Students
Out Preparations. With
By Executive Board
Judging
for
the
annual
contest
year
basic
students:
ferring with Pres.. C. H. Clapp and
Leave School
Limited Funds
Of Group
among newspapers belonging to the Dean Daughters. The object of the
Company A, from private to cor
Proving a surprise to State Univer poral—Alex Blewett, Cregg Coughlin,
The . first meeting of the Student Montana High School Editorial associ conference was to find a way by
Virginia Rigney of Laurel is the
sity officials the gross enrollment fig Butte; Frederick Herweg, Miles City. committee of the State InterBcholastic ation is being done at the present which State Normal graduates can ob winning candidate for the office of
ures for the school year show a de From corporal to sergeant—John Track and Field Meet was held last time and will be completed by Track tain state secondary teaching certifi president of the Associated Women
crease of only 12 students over last Cougill, Conrad; Edson Black, Butte. Tuesday at 4 o’clock in the Forestry Meet. The winners will be announced cates, and how State University grad Students of the State University, re
Friday of Interscholastic week. There uates might qualify for state elemen sults of the final . election held
year. Registration figures for the en
Company B, from private to cor building. Prof. Paul Bischoff took
tire year were released by Pres. C. H. poral—Lawrence Labitt, Hardin; Fred charge and outlined the duties of each are 30 papers entered in the contest tary cerificates.
Wednesday show.
Clapp on Wednesday. There are only Moulton, Billings; Robert Myers, Mis of the separate committees and the this year. There are four papers in
The m atter was not fully settled in
Miss Rigney was formerly a mem
31 less students enrolled this spring soula; Tom RIemer, Saco. From cor work that would be necessary in doing Class A which consists of high schools the conference, but it is probable that
ber of Spur and'is at present a mem
having enrollment of more than 500 State Normal graduates will have to
quarter as compared to the same poral to sergeant—H arry * Hoffner, each.
ber of Central Board as a representa
_
,
students. Class B has three entrants do one quarter’s work in teaching sec
period last year.
Butte; George Kuka, Chicago; Melvin
Due to the cutting down of all of , _ . . .
. .
....
...
eAA
tive from the junior class.
f
A1__ ___A .from high schools with less than 500 ondary subjects in education. If they
The gross enrollment for the year is Maury, Miles City.
the expenses in operating the meet,)
Olive Midgett of Bridger is to fill
and more than 200 students. In Class do not have majors and minors, as
ODAY is Pan-American Day. On 1,631 students—938 men and 693
Company C, from private to cor the Student committee will have a C there are six entrants from schools
the office of vice-president on the
State University students have, they
the 14th of April in 1890, the First women—as compared to 1,643 last poral—Edward Simons, Dillon; John minimum with which to work. The
of less than 200 enrollment, while will be obliged to build up these fields. executive board of A.W.S. for the com
International Conference of American year. The gross enrollment for the Tangen, Kalispell; William Thibo amount allotted them is less than last Ithere are 17 papers entered in Class
ing year. Miss Midgett was also a
State University graduates, in order member of Spur and the secretary of
States met in Washington, D. ©;, to spring quarter is 1,295 students—745 deau, Missoula; Warren Welton, year and it will necessarily mean that D which consists of mimeographed
men
and
550
women—as
compared
to
to
get
state
elementary
certificates,
the
committee
members
will
have
to)
Townsend. From corporal to sergeant
create the bureau which has devel
the sophomore class last year, is vicepapers.
—Thomas Roe, Anaconda; Robert find and put into effect such methods { Awards will be given in Class A and will have to take 12 quarter credits president of Kappa Delta sorority and
oped into the Pan-American Union. 1,326 for the 1932 spring quarter.
Because of financial conditions it Stein, Miles City; Ben White, Mis as their quota will permit, at the same B by the Montana State Press associ- in elementary education, which in has been active in functions of the
Twenty-one nations of Latin America
time maintaining the feeling of weH a tio n in Class C by Sigma Delta Chi, cludes such subjects as primary Women’s Athletic association.
and (so-called) Saxon America are was anticipated that a large number soula.
methods, elementary school problems,
come about the campus.
members of the union, and each na of students in attendance during the
| men’s honorary journalism fraternity,
Betty Kelleher of Butte was elected
tion celebrates the day in its own winter quarter would drop out during
Horace Warden, chairman of the and jn class D by Theta Sigma Phi, rural school problems and rural soci to the secretarial office of A.W.S. She
spring
quarter.
However,
figures
committee, advised the members to women’s honorary journalism frater ology.
way. The significance of the day lies
has taken p art in numerous Masquer
begin a t once and have everything in nity.
in the furthering of friendly cordiality show th at a lesser number dropped
productions, was recently a repre
readiness prior to the meet. The Bear
and the promotion of a better under than for the same period during the
sentative to A.W.S., and last year was
The entry list in this year’s con
last
two
years.
Only
163
students
in
Paws and Spurs were assigned to test is as follows:
standing among all nations. Nothing
a member of Spur.
their duties of securing cars to meet
is so apt to cause hostility as ignor attendance during the winter quarter
Class A division—Gallatin High
Margaret Sullivan of Hardin is to
the trains and to take the contestants News, Bozeman; The Iniwa, Great
ance of each others’ words, ignorance failed to return, while last year 179
be the treasurer of. A.W.S. for the
to their quarters.
of each others' customs and acts. Ig students were unable to attend the
Falls; Flathead Arrow, Kalispell, and
coming year. She is at present the
The big problem of the committee the Konah, Missoula.
norance breeds intolerance and mis- spring session. In the spring of 1931,
president of Alpha Delta Pi sorority,
■understanding. The mutuality «o£ a there was a withdrawal of 183 stu Famous Anti-Liquor Crusader Will was to find a means of decorating the
Class B—The Maroon, Boy’s Central
is on Pan-Hellenic council, has served
dents.
campus with what money they have high school, Butte; The Stampede,
common celebration recalls the *MnAddress Townspeople on
in the past as a representative to
and still make it attractive. Many Havre, and The Centralite, Girls’ Cen
mon interests of the American repub
In addition, the number of new stu
A.W.S. and was a member of Spur
“Prohibition or What?”
Annual Formal to Be April 21
suggestions were offered but the tral high school, Butte.
lics, recalls their common aims and dents in attendance this spring is
,
last year.
At Old Country Club;
ideals, and with each such celebration larger than for the past two years.
Class C—Laurel Leaves, Laurel;
William E. (Pussyfoot) Johnson of selection will be left entirely to Lee
Retiring officers of the Associated
Kennedy
and
Virginia
Connolly,
of
the
another step is taken, we hope, toward There are 45 students enrolled who McDonough, N. Y., internationally
Committees Named
The Rodeo, Roundup; The Comelet,
Women Students include Mary Breen
that perfect understanding which were not in attendance during the famous speaker and writer against the campus decorations committee.
Sacred Heart Academy, Missoula; The
of
Bridger, president; Hazel Thomas
Pan-Hellenic formal will be held
Kathryn Coe was appointed assist Topwe, Saint Matthews, Kalispell;
would mean world peace. Today, on winter quarter, as compared to 35 new liquor traffic, is due in Missoula Sun
of Terry, vice-president; Lina Greene
this campus, a display of the flags of registrations last spring, and 37 in the day evening to speak at the Presby ant to Esther Strauss, representing Hornet Reflector, White Sulphur April 21, at the Old Country club, it
of
Missoula, secretary, and Joy
the 21 nations will be our outward spring of 1931.
Springs, and the Klein Hi-Messenger, was decided a t a meeting of Pan- Browning of Belt, treasurer.
terian church on “Prohibition or Spur.
Hellenic council, Wednesday.
A meeting will be held every Tues Klein. .
contribution to the celebration of
What?”. Johnson, who is on a coastft was decided a t a recent meeting
Pan-American Day, and the renewed
Committees in charge of arrange
Class D—Broadwater’s Old Baldy,
to-coast tour, under the auspices of day at 4 o’clock in the Forestry build
of the A. W. S. executive board that
interest in our neighbors should have
Townsend; Bear Facts, Bearcreek; ments for the formal are as follows: it would be impossible to produce May
the Anti-Saloon League of America, in ing.
a lasting spiritual benefit.
The Drummond Broadcast, Drum Tickets and program—Kathleen Dunn Fete, annual spring activity, in the
co-operation with the State League
mond; Carter Broadcast, Ekalaka; chairm an; Frances Walker, Martha same way as has been dond in the
and local dry organizations, is accom
HE Presidents’ club has a new
Yellow Jacket, Stevensville; White Busey and Hazel Thomas; Publicity— past. Plans have been made for the
panied by Thomas W. Gales of Fargo,
halite, Whitehall; The Pierre, Wibaux; Emily Mills, chairman; Betty Foot, co-operation of W. A. A. and A. W. S.
N. D.
project. The presidents in meet
War Whoop, Fairview; Granite Pros Louise Harden and Josephine Wil in the production of a dance revue to
Johnson earned his nickname “Pus
ing assembled decided that the stu
pector, Philipsburg; The Echo, Har kins; Music—Eileen Jennings, chair take place of May Fete.
dent apathy toward athletics in gen Two Former Students Contribute syfoot” after a successful campaign
rison; The Pine, Reed Point; The man, and Jane Adami; Chaperons— The question of the giving of a tea
Poems;
Article
By
Botkin
Prescription
Work
and
Dispensing
against bootleggers of illicit liquor in
eral and intercollegiate athletics in
Purple and The Gold, Judith Gap; Sarah Lou Cooney, chairman; Jean for Interscholastic contestants is to be
Criticizes Regionalism
Of Drags Will Be Tested
Indian reservations during Theodore
particular was due to lack of under
Crazy Mountain Monitor, Clyde Park; Gordon, Dorothy Rogers, Mary Martin, brought up at the next meeting. The
Roosevelt’s administration.
standing of why games are scheduled,
A
contest
among
the
students
b
f
the
Several
contributions
of
particular
The
Hamiltonian, Hamilton; Lakeside. Margaret Sullivan and Esther Lentz; tea was not given last year.
what has to be considered in the selec
He has studied the methods of
tion of a conference and other details, interest to Missoula and the campus liquor selling employed by France, Schools of Pharmacy of the Pacific Valier; Noxon Star, Noxon; Sagebrush Special Arrangements—Maude Evelyn
Lehsou, chairman; Estelle Fletcher,
reasons for which are equally obscure are appearing in the spring issue of Scotland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden Northwest in the practice of prescrip Saga, Jordan.
The regular meeting of the Montana Verna Smith, Dorothy Diebel, Marian
to the average student. So, with the the Frontier next Friday, according and Australia, and has traveled tion work and dispensing of drugs is
being sponsored by the Pacific Drug High School Editorial association Callahan and Katherine Eamon; Dec
permission of the students, the Presi to H. G. Merriam, editor of the maga around the world three times.
Review, the principal drug journal of which consists of representatives from orations—Lovina Caird, chairm an;
dents' club has decided to educate zine, who has listed the articles,
the Northwest. Students are now be the high schools in the association, Joy Browning, Harriet Eastman, Mar
poems
and
stories
selected
for
this
them along these lines, and it is print
ing taught the uniform policy with will be held Thursday and Friday of garet Deck, Mildred Proctor, Virginia
ing explanations of the points that are publication.
regard to dispensing medicine and Interscolastic week. Problems in edit Rigney, Olive Barnett and Katherine
“A Man Is Made,” by John C. Frohhazy. During the winter quarter, a
will compete in an examination to be ing high school papers and the elec Rand?
Kaimin editorial explained what per licher, is a poem telling how Frank
Fan.American Day Commemorated
held at all the participating schools tion of officers will be the main bust
Elza Huffman, president of Pancentage of student fees goes into ath “Sandbar” Brown received his nick
At Banquet Sponsored
on the same day some time in May ness taken up at the meeting.
Hellenic council, is general manager
letics, and where the rest of the fee name. Mr. Brown, a well-known
By Spanish Club
Tbe examination papers will be
in charge of all committees for the
goes. For the sakes of those who (a) pioneer character of the locality and
formal. All chairmen must report to
EXHIBIT D’OKAZI DRAWING
do not read editorials, (b) have for the father of James M. Brown of this City of San Francisco Will Be Visited graded at Portland and those making
In commemoration of Pan-American
the highest marks in each of the
the general manager.
gotten that editorial, or (c) weren’t town, died here in 1930. Frohlicher
Day, a banquet, sponsored by the
By Students and Instructors
schools will receive prizes, as well as * A drawing of the Crucifixion of
Expenses for the dance are to be Spanish club, was held last night in
quite sure what the figures meant, has been a student in both the School
On Annual Spring Trip
the
three
making
the
highest
marks
of
Christ
by
Antonio
D’Orazi,
a
State
shared
equally
by
all
sororities,
and
of
Forestry
and
the
Department
of
anyway, another printing of the table
the Florence hotel dining room at 6:45
all the contestants.
University graduate who is teaching for this reason all sorority women are
is being attempted. Next year, the English at the State University. He
o'clock. More than fifty guests were
Seniors and Instructors in tbe
The examination will be taken by a rt in Seattle, is on exhibit at the urged to attend, and co-operate in
Presidents’ club hopes that there will is now director of publications for School of Forestry will leave April
present.
the
class
in
dispensing
as
a
regular
Missouia
Mercantile
company.
The
making
the
dance
successful.
Brown
and
Bigelow
in
St.
Paul.
be better student-athlete co-operation.
Pres. C. H. Clapp was toastmaster
28 on their annual spring trip with semester quiz.
work is valued at $1,000.
“We Talk About Regionalism, North, San Francisco as their objective.
Understanding is a wonderful thingfor the evening. The toast list in
Jean Paterson, a graduate of the cluded Miss Eva Lesell, president of
East, South and West,” is the title of
The foresters will travel in a truck
Department of English a t the State the Spanish club, who gave the wel
i NITA JASMIN, 13-year-old con- an article by Ben Botkin which criti owned -by the Forest Service and Mr
University, is teaching in a junior come, and Prof. R. L. Housman, who
cert artist, is Montana’s latest cises the regionalism of the Northwest Ramskill will take h is' car. On the
high ^ h o o l at Minneapolis, according spoke on “Towards Internationalism.”
as illustrated in and fostered by the
way they will visit forest schools, ex
genius. Music ripples from her fin
to a letter received by Prof. H. G. I Prof. P. C. Phillips brought out some
Frontier. Mr. Botkin edits an annual
periment stations and scenes of log
gers. Hearing her play over a radio,
Merriam.
book entitled “Folk-Say” in which he
important points in a speech entitled
ging operations.
you would smile knowingly if anyone
attempts to preserve documents of
“The Aspect of Pan-Americanism.”
said she was a child. “Press-agent
Fay Clark, professor in the School
regionalism. He was an instructor
The tables were decorated in the
stuff," you would say. But sitting in
A 1902-model car, antique in con rected by Barnard Hewitt, satirizes
on the State University staff last sum of Forestry, said that they had chosen
colors of the United States, red pre
an auditorium, watching her and lis
mer and is regularly a member of the San Francisco because it is one of the struction and design with its Dutch- harshly the quack methods of the
dominating.
The entire banquet was
tening to her, you are forced to befaculty at the University of Oklahoma, oldest and most historic towns of (he oven Shaped bonnets and enormous pseudo-medical profession. The pres
conducted as much as possible like
: lieve in her. Was it just last Friday
poem entitled “Roadhouse” has West and different from all of the bastioned body, is used for emergency entation of characters is similar to
those given In the Pan-American
that Lincoln Steffens talked about the
been written for the magazine by Don others. He said that the men are es and personal visits to his patients and that of a vaudeville act. The dis Cleanup Will Probably Be
building at Washington, D. C., for am
1 possibilities facing Youth? A musi
positions of the people concerning
Stevens, former student at the State pecially desirious of seeing Chinatown
Last
of
This
Month
bassadors and notables of Latin-Ameractually will be cranked, started and their imaginary ailments which are
cian like Anita is youth and maturity,
University and now on the staff of and the Barbary coast but that he
ican countries.
stopped by Dr. Knock in the spring ridiculed so ironically, add to the
; naivety and sophistication. A Kaimin
“Because of the Masquer plays, Aber
the San Francisco Examiner. Stevens, planned to show them the famous
After the banquet, the twenty-one
quarter production of Montana Mas humor of the play
reporter Interviewed Anita. It was her
Day will probably be the last week flags of the Pan-American republics
who comes from Pony, Montana, was California redwoods and let them see
quers next Wednesday and Thursday
■ first interview, and they both enjoyed
“Several sororities and fraternities of the month,” Ted Mellinger, Aber were presented by Martin Hinnaland,
a journalism major and a winner of the logging of the huge trees, While
evenings. During the first act this
I it, But the reporter was, perhaps, the
have indicated intentions for reserved Day manager, said yesterday. “The secretary of the Spanish club. The
one of the Joyce Memorial contests in California they will visit the For
, more delighted. “Some day,” he said,
estry School of the University of Cali antediluvian monster moves and its blocks of seats for the performance, work sheet will be put out the Friday
for poetry.
flag of the United States was the last
surroundings change with moving
“1 shall be boasting of this.” And we
fornia
and
many
of
the
friends
of
the
but each group must submit its quota before or on the Monday of that to be presented. The ceremony was
“After Appomattox,” is a full-page
scenery devised for the necessary ef
feel, too, that some day we will be
of tickets by 6 o’clock tonight,” Jerry week.”
poem by Gwendolen Haste, formerly Forest School there.
closed by the singing of different na
boasting of having heard Anita Jasmin
The group will return through fects.
Frankel, Masquers’ business manager,
“The meeting of the Aber Day com tional anthems.
of Billings and author of a book of
before she was famous.
Another
characteristic
will
be
the
southern
Oregon
and
will
spend
two
stated
yesterday.
Special
permission
mittee was well attended and plans
poems entitled “Young Land.”
Elsie R. Eminger of the Department
The three stories in this issue are or three days at the Clearwater Lum conventionally-painted settings in the has been granted by the Deans’ coun are moving swiftly for the event,” an of Foreign Languages, who is in
ENTRAL BOARD has decided that
“Two Heads,” by Hardman, which ber company in southern Idaho. This office of Dr. Knock, where a medical cil for Wednesday evening only to all nounced Mellinger. “Bill Boone has charge of the observation of Panthere is too little civic responsi deals with a high-pressure salesman is the location of the largest stand cabinet, black board, chairs, pictures, women students who attend theater been put in charge of the high court.
American Day at the State University
bility among the students and faculty and his attem pt to sell machinery to of white pine in the United States windows and six anatomical charts parties given by different campus or There will be no paddling, ducking or stated that “the best way to make the
of the State University. Constant re a farmer; “Black Mother,” by Elma and one of tbe few places where sci drawn upon the walls give a realistic ganizations. To obtain the 12:15 per painting of faces but we will inaugur students of the University conscious
quests have been made to students, as Godhoux who had a story in the Jan entific logging is being carried out in appearance. The scenes for the three mission each group must agree to pur ate a system that will be far more of this day is by a symbol, and this
a group, to keep off the grass. Signs uary issue, and “Kettle Cache,” by detail. By a selective logging scheme, acts are laid in a country village, the chase its quota of tickets at 25 cents effective than that of past years.”
symbol is found in the flags that now
in 20 or 25 years the area can be log offices of Dr. Parpalaid and Dr. Knock each. It will be necessary also for
are posted, where the grass has been Howard M. Corning.
In the afternoon there will be both decorate the entrance to Main hall.
ged again. The foresters will spend and an inn that has been turned into each party to be listed as a social a football and baseball game to make Good relations between the United
worn thin, in an attempt to ridicule
most of the time in camp observing a hospital. Designs for the various function in the office of the dean of the day more interesting. “Campus States and the Latin-American gov
the lazy to go around on the sideSPURS WILL GIVE TEA
the operations. Tbe area is logged by scenes are being prepared by Phil Pat women. Groups not desiring a theater Rakings,” the Aber Day razz sheet, is ernments are becoming more and
waks. The disappearance ot snow
from the campus has showed how vain
Active members ot Spur will enter one large company, which, by special terson. One of the main features of party may purchase blocks of seats at being prepared by Theta Sigma Phi, more imperative. Sincere observance
letting in the first act will be the the 26-cent rate in lots of ten or more. women's honorary journalism fra of Pan-American Day will help to
were such attempts. The whole cam tain at tea from 3 to 5 o'clock, Tues arrangement with the government
to do the logging | old-fashioned automobile designed by The offer will be open for the Thurs ternity, and will be sold that day.
pus reveals threadbare spots and day, April 18, complimentary to tbe will be allow
bring about these good relations.”
Patterson, so that wheels, steering day performance also. Regular prices
frayed edges. And this is the campus 1932 Spurs. The tea will be given at again.
Aber Day will be concluded with a
Beside Mr. Ramskill and Mr. Clark, j gear, crank, motor and horn will
tH0 show have been placed at
Chalmer Lyman, former Grizzly ath
ot which we were proud, once, be the Delta Delta Delta house, 333 Daly
Bear Paw-Spur mixer which will
centB for students and 50 cents for probably be held in the men’s gym lete, is a guest this week at the Alpha
cause it was so trim and smoothly avenue. Shtrley Knight is in charge there will be about twelve foresters 1“ actual use during the scene.
green!
Tau Omega house.
who will make the excursion.
I “Dr. Knock,” a three-act comedy di- • others.
of all arrangements.
nasium.
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W. E. Johnson
Will Lecture
Here Sunday

S

Spring Frontier
Includes Works
Of Montanans

Pan-Hellenic
Council Sets
Dance Date

Pharmacy Students
Will Have Contest

President Clapp
Is Toastmaster
For Club Dinner

Forestry Students
Will Leave Soon
For California City

D r. K n o ck Is to T ra v e l
In Whoopee, 1902 Vintage

Aber Day Plans
Are Made Public

C

THE MO N TAN A KAI MIN

P a w Two

lave you read—

Society

T h e M o n ta n a K a im in
Entered as second-class m atter a t Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, 32.60 per year.______________
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
c (^ ^ > 5 6
JOHN B. CURTIS_______________________ * — ----------- EDITOR

Over-Emphasizing Conventions
Because so many depression relief measures strike us*as being purely
gestures toward self defense— local anaesthetics that deaden pain but
make no effort to cure—we have been impressed lately by the genuinely-constructive efforts of some campus groups. There is, for in
stance, the matter of conventions.
A. W. S. has announced its intention of diverting the money
ordinarily used in sending a delegate to its national convention—be
tween $250 and $300—into a student loan fund. Sigma Delta Chi,
men’s professional-journalism fraternity, saved from $125 to $200 in
the same way, that amount also going toward the establishment of
a loan fund. W. A. A., by not sending a delegate to its convention,
will be able to spend about $150 on improvements in the Department
of Physical Education.
Almost every organized group seems to have the annual urge to
flock some place, and it may be that the results are invaluable. But
because man is naturally a gregarious animal, we wonder how many
conventions are just a habit? Mortar Board is working out a much
less expensive means of maintaining its necessary outside contact by a
system of visiting delegates to replace its annual conference.
One national social sorority which has a chapter ”on this campus
found that by eliminating the three province conventions that were
to have been held this year, more than $3,000 could be turned into
its student loan fund.
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s honorary journalism fratenity, ordinarily
holds a convention every two years, but by dispensing with it for the
time being, is saving $3,800.
In this University, we know of 15 groups outside of social fratern
ities and sororities which take part in conventions every year. The
average expense to each one, figured on a minimum basis and taking
into consideration the convention expense accounts of all of them,
is $100, meaning that $1,500 is drained annually from this campus
into the convention channel.

With the

Fraternities
a t Montana

SIGMA NU
Sigma Nu, which now has 98 chap
ters with a total membership ol 27,000, was founded January 1, 1869, at
Virginia Military Institute, the home
of Alpha Tau Omega. At first, expan
sion was limited' to the South but
later the fraternity established chap
ters in the North and then in the
West, so that a t the present time
there is at least one chapter of Sigma
Nu in every state of the Union as well
as a chapter in the District of Colum
bia.
Gamma Phi chapter of Sigma Nu
was installed on this campus on Feb
ruary 3, 1906, as the first national
fraternity. Gamma Phi chapter was
never a local fraternity but was in
stalled directly as a chapter of Sigma
Nu.
Sigma Nu has always taken an
active part in campus activities. For
the years 1930-31 and 1931-32 it
ranked second in scholarship among
the fraternities. In 1931 and 1933 its
members won the Interfraternity
bowling championsbip and in 1932 the
chapter was awarded the cup for the
best trackmeet decorations.
Five faculty members a t the State
University are Sigma Nus. They are
J. B. Speer, business manager and
registrar; J. E. Miller, dean of men;
Thomas Swearingen, maintenance en
gineer; R. C. Line, dean of the School
of Business Administration, and Paul
Blschoff, professor of foreign lan
guages. All, with the exception of
Dean Miller, are alumni of Gamma
Phi chapter.
Two alumni of this chapter hold
state intercollegiate track records.
Barkes Adams holds the 440-yard rec
ord and Harold Ruth the broad jump
record. Other prominent Sigma Nus
who attended this university include
Bruce Hopper, professor of govern
ment at Harvard; Payne Templeton,
superintendent of schools at Kalispell; Phil Sheridan, prominent orches
tra director; Donovan Worden, Mis
soula county attorney; John Lucy,
Missoula business man and special
inspector for this division of Sigma
Nu. Two campus buildings are named
in the memory of Marcus Cook and
Claude SlmpklnB, Sigma Nus who lost
their lives in the World War.
Among the members of Sigma Nu
who are prominent in campus activ
ities are; Grant Kelleher, president of
Stlent Sentinel, member of the debate
team and of Masquers; Ed Alexander,
Silent Sentinel, debate, winner of Pi
Kappa Delta extemporaneous speak
ing contest and assistant manager of
South hall; Ed Schmoll, Roy Quanstrom, Bear Paws; Hubert Zemke,

Youth Conference
Will Be A pril 21-23

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Horace (Gowestyonngman) Warden
and Prof. Panl Blschoff directing the
initial meeting of the Interscholastic
Committee—Nat (Paderewski) AUen
showing his spring shoe samples a t
the various Greek houses—Chuck (Po
tent) Guugkan leading the political
caucus at the S. A. E. whltehouse—
Virginia Honston posing for the Cam
pos Camera as she crosses the lawn
on the Oval—Bnd Grover and Hazel
Munim parading down Gerald Avenne
much as in the days of yore—George
Hillman flashing by In a big Buick
roadster—Ted Melllnger Inspiring his
Al>er Day Committee to do bigger and
much better things—Scott Stratton,
Helen (Bug) Schroeder and a few
other people selecting the Junior
(garb) jackets—Mary Beth MacKenzle and Edith Atkinson going cityward
for their new Easter bonnets—Mr. and
Mrs. J . B. Speer and Marlon (Smitty)
Smith attending Ernie Atkinson’s
psych seance session—Rye Watford
doing the clairvoyant act—Central
Board halting construction on the
ball-park peanut stands — Maggie
Breen sitting in her first Central
Board meeting In place of Jimmy
Brown.
THE NEW DEAL
(An Interview)
“Every night before going to sleep,
both husband and wife should say to
each other, 'I ’m sorry, dear'.”—Clara
Bow.
But in Hollywood they seem to wait
until next morning and then say it to
their lawyer.
Chicago, 111.—Rubber bathing suits
were approved today for Chicago
beaches after officials looked over
some models.

At the Sororities and Fraternities
Chalmer Lyman of Helena, who has
been visiting a t the Alpha Tau Omega
house for the past week, left Thurs
day for his home.
Dr. T. A. Angland and Br. Robert
Holtzberger of Great Falls were
guests at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house last week-end.
Lila Parker of Seattle will be a
week-end guest at the Alpha XI Delta
house.
Joan Wilson, Riith Nickey, Mary
Beth McKenzie, Edith Atkinson, and
Dorothea McCulloh of Great Falls
were Thursday dinner guests at the
Kappa Alpha Theta house.
Betty Roe and Mary Freeburg were
dinner guests a t the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house Thursday.
Betty Cooper of Great Falls, a for
mer student, is a guest a t the home
of- Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Stewart.
Elizabeth Farm er was a dinner
guest a t the Delta Gamma house
Wednesday evening.
Dorothy Fetterly was a guest at
dinner at the Kappa Delta house
Wednesday.
Chuck Flanagan of Great Falls is
a week-end guest at the Sigma Chi
house.
Dinner guests a t the Alpha Delta Pi
house Thursday evening were' Alice
Tucker and Muriel Nelson.
Betty Kelleher left this afternoon
for Butte, where she will spend Easter
with her parents.
Andy Anderson was a luncheon
guest at the Sigma Chi house Thurs
day.
Felicia McLemore of Helena is a
week-end guest a t the Sigma Kappa
house.
Gladys Larson left this afternoon
for Helena, where she will spend Eas
ter with her parents.
Juanita Ruegamer will be the guest
of Jean Gordon at her home in Hamil
ton this week-end.
Ellen Galusha left this afternoon
for Helena to spend Easter.

North Hall
However, there is probably some
Melva Garrison was the Wednesday
thing in the theory that rubber bath
The spring Youth Conference, which ing suits were approved after officials dinner guest of Mary Em mett
is held on the University campus overlooked some models.
Betty Robinson was a dinner guest
every year, is scheduled for April 21,
of Geraldine Knievel Wednesday.
. . . And got the phone numbers of
22 and 23, announced Jesse W. Bunch,
Mrs. Lewis Penwell of Helena was
student pastor, yesterday afternoon. others.
a luncheon guest of Mrs. Theodore
The theme will be Modern Problems
Brantly Wednesday.
CURB ON WALL STREET
and the Christian Solution.
Mary Kohn was the Wednesday
DEMANDED BY ROOSEVELT night dinner guest of Ruth Russell.
Dr. Clayton S. Rice, state supervisor
—Headline.
of Congregational churches, has ac
That’s it, Franklin! Get th at street
Honoring Mrs. Watson
cepted an invitation to be principal
Members of the active and alumni
speaker. Herbert Frame will be song department to work — aid unemploy
chapters of Kappa Delta sorority en
leader; O. D. Martin is in charge of m ent— buy Red Devil cement!
tertained informally Thursday eve
recreation, and H. B. Ricketts will be
Marlene Dietrich, wearing trousers, ning a t the chapter house In honor
discussion leader in the high school
was
slightly
injured
when
thrown
of Mrs. Jack Watson. Mrs. Watson
group.
attended the State University before
Invitations have been sent to min from a horse.
Which goes to show th at even the her marriage and was a member .of
isters and young people of Western
Montana people and a definite pro horses protest when Dietrich puts on Kappa Delta sorority.
gram has been worked out for the long pants.
' Corbin Hall
week-end.
But being thrown from a horse Is
Ruth Goodman was a week-end
state amateur middleweight boxing nothing compared to falling off the guest at Corbin hall.
champion; Mitchell Sheridan, secre water wagon. It’s the after-effects
Mrs. Maurice Dietrich of Deer
tary of Sigma Delta Chi and officer that are bad In the latter.
Lodge was a Wednesday night dinner
in Scabbard and Blade; Marlon Mc
guest of Mrs. Frank Turner.
DEPRESSION-TIME GALS
Carty, Scabbard and Blade member
Mrs. S. H. Young of Helena was a
and assistant manager of minor The gal I am thinking of booking
dinner guest of Mrs. Frank Turner
sports; Jay Kurtz, varsity track man Is anything blit good looking,
Wednesday.
But being as how
ager, and Robert Corkish, Kappa Psl
Mrs. Lewis Penwell, Mrs. Gus Jas
It’s like it is now,
regent. '
min and daughter, Anita, have reMembers of Sigma Nu who are na I don’t like to pass up home cooking.
tionally prominent are: John S. Hobbins, vice-president of the A. C. M.;
Francis Thompson,- president of the
School of Mines; Zane' Grey, author;
Charles "Chick” Sale, author and
actor; "Skeets" Gallagher, Charles
Farrell, actors; Dr. Archibald Hend
erson, biographer of George Bernard
Shaw; John M. Evans, prominent ex
congressman from Montana; Max O.
Gardner, ex-governor of North Caro
lina; Ellsworth Vines, national ama
teur tennis champion; Dr. H arry W.
Chase, chancellor of New York uni
versity; Dr. Frank Aydelotte, presi
dent of Swarthmore college, American
secretary of Rhodes trustees, and one
of the first group of Rhodes scholars;
Lawrence Cole, author and psycholo
gist; George Dillon, poet; Wade Ellis,
former United States Attorney-Gen
eral; Clarence D. Martin, governor of
Washington; Eugene Talmadge, gov
ernor of Georgia; Walter F. George,
Fredrick Steiwer, Roscoe C. Patterson
and John H. Overton, United States
senators: Henry B. Steagall, co
author of the Glass-Steagall bill; Ger
ry Dalrymple, "Pug" Rentner, Jack
Riley, 1931 All-American football
stars; James F. Hitchcock, only
unanimous choice for All-American
last year; Frank A. Marshall, author
of the DeMolay ritual; Dick Hanley,
football coach at Northwestern, and
John L. Harrington, president of the
American Society of Mechanical En
gineers.

these twelve representative
books on history? They are
recommended to the average
layman who wishes to be
come bettor acquainted with
the subject.
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Then too, I’m seriously thinking of
chasing
Another gal lacking a face-ing,
But it gives me the hives
To see the Buick she drives
With no male the driver’s seat grac
ing.
The third gal’s the charm—
Her looks — false alarm!
But in objects of money
I don’t think it’s funny;
She’ll foot all the bills. W hat's the
harm?

DaCo HAM

Editor’s Note—The Montana
Kaimin herewith presents the
first of a series of articles de
signed to aid the many students
who are Interested in establishing
a background th at extends beyond
their major field. One faculty
member in each department and
school will be asked to recom
mend 12 books dealing with his
particular field. The books arc to
be selected for the layman reader
and are designed for recreational
reading.
There are two extremes in history,
one based on the most painstaking re
search and compiled by specialists for
academic circulation; the other, often
based on neither research nor knowl
edge, but dishe'd up, more often than
not, in the form of biography and de
signed foi; popular consumption. The
average reader of history is little in
terested in wading through the for
mer and should be led away from the
latter. To ask a student of history to
recommend 12 books which would In
terest the layman and yet give him an
adequate background is like asking a
musician to name the twelve finest
compositions ever written. In both
cases the field Is too vast and too spe
cialized to be narrowed down to such
a degree.
E. E. Bennett, assistant professor of
history, was obviously perplexed when
asked to contribute the names of 12
such history books. He was asked
to forget for the moment th at he is
a specialist, to consider, while com
piling the list, the many men and
women who are interested in history
as a series of accurate and colorful
stories, not as particular sets of facts
labeled political, economic, literary
and so forth. The need for history is
constant and ordinary man, unless
furnished with interesting and worth,
while material, will seek satisfaction
through less reputable channels.
Mr. Bennett was assured th at de
sire for a list of popular histories did
not arise from any spirit of ingrati
tude for the treatises and compila
tions in which the results of modern
research are embodied. He seemed
relieved. Nevertheless he wishes the
reader to be assured that the follow
ing list was difficult to choose and
is not the only list th at could be com
piled for this purpose. He hopes and
believes that the average reader will
turned to Helena. While in Missoula
they were guests at Corbin hall.
Out-of-town guests who were in
Missoula for Anita Jasm in's concert
included Mr. and Mrs. Otto Gerdt and
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dietrich of Deer
Lodge and Mrs. S. H. Young, Miss
Genevieve Lashby and Miss Edith
W enstrall of Helena.

TAKE A FRIEND

The NEW HUT
Sunday

Special Easter Dinner

FOX-WILMA!FOX-RIALTO
TONIGHT ONLY!

TODAY and SATURDAY!

“The Big
Broadcast”

One Thousand Laughs!

JIMMY— And
DURANTE
—
BUSTER KEATON

“W hat, No Beer”
STARTING SUNDAY!

Marvelous Entertainment!
SATURDAY ONLY!

“ Trailing the K iller”
A Fine Educational Feature

“CAVALCADE”

Most Im portant Picture In 2 Years

Kids 15c

Adults 55c

STARTING SUNDAY!

JACK— I n0AKIE
—
“Sailor Be Good”

DONOHUE’S

DaCo LARD

DaCo BACON

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
115 West F ro n t— Phone 2181
PACKERS OF

MEAT PRODUCTS
Service and Quality

MODEL MARKET

Branches:

309 N. Higgins — Phone 2835

MISSOULA MARKET
126 N. Higgins — Phone 2197

Men
W ho Know Their
Geometry

The girl who keeps her talent hid
Purrs, “Let's don’t, and say we did.”

WE TELEGRAPH
FLOWERS

ANNOUNCE RIDER PRIZE

Students of the elementary class in
the Department of Fine Arts are pre
paring to compete for the Rider
prize. Five or six of the best works of
each student will be chosen to be
entered in this contest. The prize,
which consists of 310, is presented
yearly by Dr. T. T. Rider of Missoula
to the student attaining the best ex
Ruth Goodman will spend the week pression in his work.
end at her home in Deer Lodge.
Gladys Allred was the guest of
Lotus McKelvle will spend Easter Leola Stevens at the latter’s home
vacation at her home in Anaconda.
in Poison last week-end.

Formal initiation was held for three
New Volumes on Philosophical Ideas
students and one professor by Druids,
Prove Popular
men’s honorary forestry organization,
The library of the School of Re a t Its meeting place in Pattee canyon
ligion has been augmented by more Wednesday night
than twenty books on religion and
Those who were initiated were;
related subjects this quarter. Among Virgil Stephens, Tarkio; E arl Weithem are; “Time, Matter and Values,” ton, Townsend; Lloyd Hague, Mis
by Millikan; "Mysterious Universe," soula, and Dr. C. L. Hitchcock, assist
by Jeans; “Stars, Atoms, and God,’’ ant professor of botany.
by Kirk; “The University Around
Fay Clark, professor of forestry;
Us,” by Jeans; “Nature of the Physi described the ceremony aB being “very
cal World,” by Eddington; “New Di beautiful” and said that even snow or
mensions in Religion,” by Foster; disagreeable weather could not hinder
“Beyond Agnosticism,’’ by Bell, and the Druids’ meeting a t their sacred
“Can We Still Be Christians?” by grounds.
After the initiation the group sat
Eucken.
“More and more students are using around a large campfire and talked.
books from this library,” said Rev. They returned , to Missoula about 1
Jesse Bunch, director of the school. o’clock.
“From the number of students who
borrow books on ethics, religion, phil
Bertha Cone, '32, now employed at
osophy and metaphysics, one can Great Falls, was a visitor in Missoula
scarcely say college students are Sunday.
essentially frivolous.”
Mary Martin is planning to spend i
get as much enjoyment out of these the Easter vacation in Anaconda.
books as any others.
The list is as follows:
“A History of the Ancient World,”
OUR WORK
by M. Rostovtzeff.
Is Onr Best Recommendation
“A History, of the Middle Ages,” by
James W. Thompson.
Metropole Barber Shop
“The Renaissance,” by Edith SlcheL
Basement B. & H. Jewelry Store
“The Age of the Reformation,” by
Preserved Smith.
“The* Age of Lonls XIV,” by Law.
rence B. Packard.
“The Enlightened Despots,” by
Geoffrey Braun.
“The French Revolution,” by Loots
to the
Madelln.
“Europe Since 1816,” by C. D.
Hazen.
“Twentieth Century Europe,” by
Preston W. Slosson.
for a
“Europe Since 191V by F. L.
Benns.
“The History of British Civiliza
and
tion,” by Esme Wlngfleld-Stratford.
A Smile from Bob and Jack
“Rise of American Civilization,” by
Charles A. Beard.

Leaves for Bozeman
Miss Vesta Swenson, who for the
past year has been the social director
at the Alpha Delta PI house, left to
day for Bozeman where she will be a
guest at the Alpha Delta Pi house at
the State College. During her absence
Miss Muriel Nelson will be the social
director at the Alpha Delta Pi house.

A psychiatrist, it seems to us, is a
guy who spends half his time proving
it's abnormal to be normal, and the
other half proving It’s normal to be
abnormal.

This school should install a depart
ment that will encourage the students
to make their youthful mistakes be
fore they become bank presidents.

Books on Religion Four Are Honored
Added to Library A t Formal Initiation

Remember
Your Friends
at Easter

H E I N R I C H ’S
120 East Broadway

Will appreciate these New Hats of ultra mass proportion
and modern lines. Especially conspicuous as a matter of
detail is the narrow binding on the edge of the brim . . .
perhaps unimportant to a man not conversant with the
newest style trends but very important to the style conscious.
. . . Here is a new H at Fashion that started at Yale and
Princeton Universities and is now being overwhelmingly
voted most popular by university men everywhere.
These new models by Berg are featured in browns, grays
and tans. Priced

$5.00
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Grizzly Gridsters Adams Gives State University
New Rules
Tentatively Plan Track Squad Is Represented A re Drawn
Aber Day Game
In City League

For League

New Workout

Spring Football Squad Is Divided
Student Store Baseball Nine Will
Into Separate Unite
Play F irst of Next Month;
Interfratemity
For Practice
Dates Are Announced for Running
Four Teams Competing

Of Intramural

Baseball Tourney
Will Commence Games

and

Page Three

Baseball Season
Will Be Opened
By Fraternities

count if the game has passed the last
half of the fourth inning, the score re-j
verting to the last full inning.
A team may start the game with:
seven men, but will forfeit the game if, I
by the beginning of the second inning, j
the team has less than nine men on'
Independent and Sigma Chi Teams
the field.
Will Play Tomorrow
Any request for a change in sched
At 10 o’Clock
ule must be made to the director of
Intramural athletics five days prior t o
the date of the game.
The intramural baseball season will
Eligibility rules for golf, tennis, open tomorrow morning when the
track and horseshoes will be the same ! Sigma Chis tangle with the Indepen
as those governing baseball. Each dents in the curtain-raiser of the 1933
fraternity will enter a golf team con schedule at 10 o’clock. At 1 o’clock,
sisting of two men, and the competi Sigma Alpha Epsilon meets Sigma
tion will be of the nature of a round Phi Epsilon in the second game. There
robin tournament. Tennis will be will be no contests on Sunday. Tues
elimination tournament, with doubles day, Alpha Tau Omega will engage the
teams from each of the fraternities Phi Delta Thetas in - an afternoon
entered. The events in track will be game.
the same as regular track and field
Other games scheduled for next
meets, and each fraternity may enter week are: Wednesday, Kappa Sigma
a team to compete in any or all vs. Sigma Nu; Thursday, Phi Sigma
events. Each fraternity will enter a' Kappa vs. tfelta Sigma Lambda, and.
doubles team to compete in horse
shoed.

Members ot the State University
The Student Store baseball team
On Saturday
Varsity Meets
spring football squad hare been di
has officially entered the City League
vided into two teams—the Reds and
As the ten teams entered in the
and
will
play
the
first
game
either
In spite of inclement weather which
the Whites—and are practicing in
baseball race get ready for the open
May 8 or May 10.
preparation for the tentatively sched has held up practice in the individual
ing games Saturday, the question of
The schedule has not yet been
events, the Grizzly track candidates
uled game Aber Day.
rules that govern the league comes
drawn up but play will start on May
The Reds have Lockridge, Skones, have been practicing every day in
up. Last year, a complete set of rules
8 and each team is assured three
Nelson "and _S to r^ " ends? Douglas] preparation for , the openin* 01 the
was drawn up to be used by members
track season which will bring the games every two weeks. The league!
Myers, Jackson and Clute, tackles;
of the league, and this year they were
is composed of four teams—Taylor
Zemke, Benson, Wilcox and Breen, State University against the colleges
changed only slightly.
of Montana in the annual intercol and Hill, Elks, Fort Missoula and the
guards; Sayatorlch and Wilcox, cen
Rules and by-laws governing inter
legiate meet, May 13. The varsity also Student Store. There will be 21 games
ters; Sullivan, Wagner and Emery,
fraternity baseball are:
Idaho on May 20, and en- played during the season, the league
, , j
Q u a rte rb a c k s; Emery, Story, Kent, will meet
Eligibility
h ree n and Sullivan, halfbacks, and gag* ia the Pacific Coast conference ending August 11. The Store nine
Any man who is regularly enrolled
also has several out of town games
Cox and Smith, fullbacks. The Whites' Imeet at Pullman on May 30at the State University during the
scheduled.
lineup includes Newgard, Cushman,
Orst
a series of relay races
spring quarter may represent the
The players have been practicing i group with which he is affiliated in
Brandenburg and Sullivan a t ends; I between the members of the squad
Hansell, Previs, Cushman, Jensen a n d ' was
Wednesday. The sprinters, every day and are working hard to the intramural sports, unless he has
George Kuka a t tackles; Landall, Iiumpers- hurdlers, weight men and make a good showing when the first represented the State University in in-1
TENNIS ENTRANTS MUST
Cushman, Sullivan, Lash, Wilson and d|sta nce men are divided into five game is called.
tercollegiate competition in th at sport,
REGISTER BY APRIL 17
Several of the team members have
Murphy at guards; Previs, George Iteams’ eactl team having five men. The
or has earned a letter or numeral in
Names of contestants for the tennis
Kuka and Larkey a t Center; Blastic, distance is one and one-fourth miles, been working on the University dia that sport. He may, however, partici
mond.
“Mac”
McCullom
requests
that
with
each
man
running
four
laps
of
O’Brien and Bergquist a t quarterback;
pate in sports other than the one in championship of the State University
Erickson, Brandenburg, Stockman, 110 yards. Wednesday’s race was won all available men be on hand Saturday which he has represented the State must be turned in to Harry Adams by
Monday, April 17.
Stansberry and Roberts at the two by the milers, composed of Watson, morning to put the finishing touches University.
All registered students are eligible
halfback positions, and Bergquist and White, Maury, Taylor and Benson. on the field.
No organization shall be permitted
A
game
will
be
played
Aber
Day
These
races
will
be
held
a
t
intervals
Grattan at the fullback post.
to use a man not a member of that to participate, but only those who
(throughout the practice season.
among the members of the squad and
I
come
under the conference ruling will
organization in any of the regular
Aber Day Contest
The first meet for students on the promises to be a good display of base-1 games. There shall be no exception I be able to represent the State Univer
Some ot the men are being tried out
ball.
sity
in
the intercollegiate contests.
. . . campus will be the inter-company
to this rule, and the penalty for viola
for one or two positions in an
April 22. All varsity and freshtion of the rule shall be the forfeiture
to place them in the position where I
^
men wm be
e {or
of the game in which the ineligible
they will be most effective. The squad . . .
. ,, . . ________ ,
' ...................• , . . .
.T
this meet if they are members of the
man played.
was originally scheduled to have three ^ q
The annual inter-class
Playing Rules
teams, but Coach Oakes changed the
meet will be held April 29, and varsity
Any team which is not ready to play
number to two in anticipation of the
and freshmen candidates will be eli
ten
minutes
after the regularly sched
Aber Day contest.
gible for this meet also. The Inter
Glenn “Snick” Lockwood, freshman uled time shall forfeit the contest. If
In spite ot the snow flurries and
fraternity track and field meet will be track coach, has his proteges hard at neither team is ready to play, the
cold streaks, the weather has been
held May 26 and 27. These meets will work and several of the men have! game shall be called a no-contest, and
ideal for football, making the boys
be in the nature ot tryouts for varsity shown exceptional ability.
can not be played.
hustle to keep warmed up. The cli
and freshmen track men, and Coach
Baseball games shall be five innings
Some of the best men are Lindemate lately has been the same as No
Adams will check on all likely look berg, Caldwell, Lowney, Price, Jones in length and a game called because
vember weather.
ing prospects at these meets.
and Davis in the sp rin ts; Wheaton of inclement weather or darkness will
Coach Oakes said, “We are pro
The schedule for the freshman team and Taylor in the distance runs;
gressing slowly with the offense and
will be: May 6 a t 9:30 o’clock—dual Knievel, high jum p; Grattan, broad
have a lot to do in order to develop
telegraphic meet with Idaho and Ore jump and shotput; Wolcott and Frisit before the Aber Day game.”
gon State college; May 10 at 2 o’clock bie, javelin; Thomas, 440 man, and
Outstanding Flayers
—dual telegraphic meet with the Uni Davison, a promising high hurdler.
Some of the newcomers have shown versity of Oregon and Washington
“Several of the men have been!
much improvement in the game and State college; May 27 at 9:30 o’clock showing up well,” said Lockwood,
are looked to for much of the strength —telegraphic freshman meet with the “and a few of the sprinters have been
of the team next fall. Newgard, Nel freshmen, of the Pacific Coast confer clocked at 11 seconds and better.”
son, Brandenburg and Smith look ence schools. Freshmen may qualify
The squad has had some new addi-|
good at end, with Brandenburg show for numerals in any of the three tele jtions lately and these men have yeti
ing the best advantage. He has been graphic meets or in the inter-class j to show their ability. The telegraphic
out of play the last few days with a and inter-company meets.
meets begin in May and Coach Locksprained shoulder, but expects to be
wood wants his men in shape to give
420 Nora Street Phone 2841
back by the end of, the week. New Bergquist look the best. One or two a desirable showing.
gard is the best blocker of the group. of these men will give Stansberry a
The tackles have come in for a lot great deal of competition along that
ot attention and show much improve line next fall.
ment in their positions. HanBell,
Many of the backfield candidates
Douglas, Previs and Jackson all show have tried out for the quarterback
possibilities, with Hansell and Doug position, but Blastic, Emery and Sul
las looking best in their blocking and livan look the best. Wagner, O'Brien
defensive play.
and Bergquist show possibilities.
Guards Developing
“From a preliminary view of the
The guards are developing fast, team so far, things point to a much
with Lasa, Breen and Zemke showing lighter and slower team than in the
the most aggressiveness. Wilcox has past,” said Coach Oakes. “Some of
been changed from center to guard the boys have never played before, but
and will see a great deal of action in show promise of developing into good
both positions. These men carry a players. The blocking and tackling of
heavy burden for the team, for, in four or five men on the squad has
Coach Oakes’ style of play, the guard drawn comment, and they will be in
position is probably the most difficult line for regular berths as next year's
of the line posts, and as he says, regulars.”
"They really carry the ball."
Patronize Kalinin advertisers.
The center position is the most fort
ified of all the team positions, and
George Kuka, Sayatovich, Previs and
Wilcox make that post a strong one.
I As all these men shine in smartness
land aggressiveness, Coach Oakes has
I nothing to worry about there.
I In the backfield, the fullback posi| ion seems wide open. Coach Oakes is
i lot satisfied with the available mater•j al, and hasn't, as yet, been able to
t ’ind a man ot the type necessary for
J hat berth. Bergquist, Cox and Grat: an have been used but their blocking
Lind tackling in backing up the line
I lave been weak points. There seems
t o be no shade of Lowell Daily out
l o r spring practice.
Showing Gratifies
] Emery and Stockman have shown to
I he best advantage in the right halfInstructions with
liack berth, and are the most outtending of the candidates a t the presevery
nt time. All of the backs have been
I iven a chance to carry the ball, but
’Brlen, Blastic, Kent, Breen and

i
j

Friday, Sigma Chi vs. Sigma Phi Ep
silon. All week-day games are sched
uled for 4:10 o’clock in the afternoon.
Intram ural Manager Eddie Dussault
requests that he be notified five days
in advance if circumstances make any
schedule changes necessary. All post
poned games will be played on the
field north of the Library as soon
after the regularly-scheduled date as
possible.

§ As Good
I As New
| For E aster. . . .

|
|
|

E

5
~
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s All ready for the Easter Parade
and who would know it
E
for the same suit?
E Let us clean and press it for you

1 Harry’s Tailor Shop |
E

when smartness is so neces
sary . . . it’s satisfying to know
that your frock is from the
store where smartness and dis
tinction are stressed. Attrac
tive values, too, are always
found a t Priess’s. Shop there
first . . . you will find that
assortments are so complete
that a satisfactory choice is
certain.

HEALTHY?

$ 1

You Will Be if You
Drink Plenty of Milk

^ . 7 5

THE
P r ie s s R e a d y - t o - W e a r S t o r e

'W k y is the S tem removed
from the tobaccos
use
Laccos used
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Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 8, Higgins Bnildlng
Phone 1097

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
203 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY

If yon hove over watched
a s efficient stenographer
a t work and wished that
yea coaid type like that
. , . here Is year opporfaulty. It Is all deae with
the Ingenious, new TouchTyping Cards, which we
are giving FREE with every
Royal Typewriter
pur
chased from us. This offer
applies to the SIGNET, at
$ 2 *4 0 ; The SIGNET SEN
IOR, at S37.00; aed the
STANDARD R O T A l FORTA IL E a t S t O .

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
100 E. Broadway—Phone 1104

DR GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

,

Office Supply
Company

ester

T h a t’s a very simple question to answer.
The stem in a tobacco leaf, like the stem
in most other plants, is "woody”. It hasn’t
any of the flavor or the aroma that you
want when you smoke. And it doesn’t
bum right.
So after tobacco has been properly aged,
one of the first things to do is to remove
the stems.
But what has this to do with your enjoy*
ment of Chesterfield cigarettes? Just this.
It means that we start right when we make
Chesterfield—the right kind of leaf with
the stem removed, the right manufacture
•—everything that science knows that can
make CHESTERFIELD a milder cigarette, a
dgarette that tastes better.
That’s why people say "They Satisfy.”

=

For
Formal
Occasions

Track Men Show
Exceptional Ability I

Community
Creamery

141 West Main

H lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllr

Tobacco used to be stem m ed by band— N ow
th is m achine stem s
leaves every hour.

14,300

’Wherever you buy
Chesterfields,youget
them just as fresh as
if you came by our
k factory door .
© 1933, Ligcht 8c Minas T obacco Co .
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Foresters Study Theta Sigs Initiate
Reforested Land Associate Member
On Saturday Trip
Area Scientifically Logged in 1907
Proves Value of Service
To Students
Junior and senior foresters last Sat
urday went to Lick Creek near Hamil
ton on an excursion to observe land
that bad been scientifically logged in
1907. W. W. White of the United
States Forest Service who supervised
the logging and made studies of the
area 16 years later, explained to the
foresters how scientific practice in
creased the value of the land 60 cents
per year Instead of making it a waste
land from which the public could not
even collect taxes.
The students questioned the advis
ability of having left some of the trees,
but authorities say that when it is
considered that the Forest Service
was such a new thing and the mar
ginal value of trees was not even
known, they should not be too harshly
criticized. Fay Glark, professor of
forestry, said, "There were no forestry
schools then except a t Michigan, Yale
and Baltimore. The. Forest Service
was composed of very young and in
experienced men then and they made
a good many mistakes but they had a
great sincerity of purpose. They had
a real mission and considered them
selves a gang of crusaders. Today the
Forest Service is one of the most effi
cient government organizations in the
world.”
The Foresters were addressed on
the field by Elers Koch, assistant re
gional forester, and Lyle Watts, direc
tor of the Northern Rocky Mountain
Experiment station.
J. B. SPEER WILL TALK
"The Development of Functional
Organization in the University” will
be the topic of a discussion by J. B.
Speer a t the A. A. U. P. dinner at 6:30
o'clock tonight.
Later discussion will be led by
Profs. W. P. Clark, P. C. Phillips, Fay
Clark and Major Smith.

LADIES’ HEELS
25c
We Gall for and Deliver
FREE OF CHARGE

Youngren Shoe Shop
Basement of Higgins Block
Phone 6168

1st Anniversary

SALE

CELEBRATE WITH US
You, buy one dress at

$3.83 to $5.98
and we give you second dress
for $1.00

$1.00
Dress Sale

E conom y Shop
122 North Higgins Avenne

Anita Jasmin

Anita Jasmin, 13-year-old Helena
Mrs. ,F. T. Ferguson, Society Editor pianist, once again has captivated a
Missoula audience. In her concert in
Of Missonllan, Is Honored
Main hall on Wednesday evening, in
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s honorary which she was assisted by the Uni
professional journalism fraternity, versity Symphony orchestra under the
held formal initiation for Mrs. F. T. dtrestlon of A. H. Welsberg, she pre
Ferguson of Missoula Wednesday sented a varied program which al
night a t the Delta Delta Delta house. lowed her to display her astounding
Mrs. Ferguson as an associate mem talent.
ber was presented with the Matrix pin
Her opening number, a Bach An
of Theta Sigma Phi, the symbol of the dante, was followed by a Mendelssohn
fraternity. For two of her college number, brilliantly played, which
years, Mrs. Ferguson was in attend showed a technique of exceptionally
ance a t the University of Montana. high quality. Paderewski, Chopin and
During that time she became a mem Schumann were represented in her
ber of Phi Sigma, national biological next group. A Chopin waltz and his
honorary and professional fraternity. “Fantasie Impromptu,” perhaps due
For the past 16 years she has held her to their familiarity, seemed to partic
present position of society editor on ularly delight the audience.
the Daily Mlssoullan.
The third group included "Nov
elette” by Rimsky-Korsakov, and "The
Lark” by Glinka-Balakirew. In the
latter, a number which is delicate,
tricky to play, and difficult to inter
pret, Miss Jasm in showed an under
standing which would have done jus
tice to a finished concert artist.
In the two delightful Chinese num
bers,
Anita displayed a childlike
Montana’s Ten Outstanding Events
humor
and made the audience laugh
Are Proposed As Subjects
with her.
Of Society’s Cachets
Schumann's "Concerto in A Minor”
Ten suggestions for cachets com brought the concert to a dramatic
memorating historical events of the close. In this Miss Jasmin, assisted
state of Montana have been sent by by the University Symphony, played
Dr. Paul C. Phillips to the Minnequa entirely without notes and her en
Historical society for its use in the trances and her exits were exact. It
issuance of a series of these cachets made an inspiring finish to a program
Intending to stress the outstanding which had continuously drawn sincere
events which figured in the winning and enthusiastic response from the
audience.
of the West.
During the evening, Miss Jasmin
The suggestions made by Dr. Phil
lips for Montana’s cachets are Saca- played as encores, two of her own
jewea meets her people a t the Beaver compositions—the first, “In An
head, 1806; Lewis and Clark in Mon Ancient Temple Garden,” and the sec
tana, 1805-1806; Father DeSmet ond, a lovely duo, with Mrs. Whalen
founds St. Mary’s Mission, 1841; The at the second piano. Both proved that
building of Fort Connen, 1841; Fort the young a rtist has exceptional cre
Owen, 1850; the Treaty of Council ative ability.
As an enjoyable Interlude the Uni
Grove, 1855; Discovery of gold at
Gold Creek, 1857; Chief Joseph crosses versity Symphony orchestra played
Montana, 1877; the Custer massacre, the “Magic Flute Overture” by Mozart.
1876, and driving the golden spike that
completed the Northern Pacific, 1883.
These cachets which are being put
out by the society will be in the form
of rubber stamps.

Phillips Suggests
Historical Events
To Commemorate

Treaties of 1855
Do Students Know — Junior Committee
Selects Class Garb
Bring Montana
Indians Decision
Conrts Dismiss Nez Perce Petition;
Allows Five Other Tribes
Claims of $4,696,172

In 1855 Montana was the scene of
two treaties contracted between the
federal government and the Indians
of the country. Wednesday the court
of claims at Washington, D. C., award
ed a decision allowing tribes of the
northern part of the state, $4,696,172
on claims based on the land agree
ments of one of these treaties.
These tribes Including the Selish,
Blackfeet, Blood, Plegan and Gros
Ventre, together with the Nez Perce of
Idaho, filed suit Involving some $63,000,000 for alleged appropriation by
the government of approximately 16,000,000 acres of their lands and for
being deprived of rights to a common
hunting ground granted under the
treaty of 1855. The court dismissed
entirely the Nez Perce petition which
had claimed some $18,500,000 for hunt
ing ground rights.
Sought Railroad Rights
The treaty was the result of the at
tempts of the government, through
Governor Isaac I. Stevens of the
Washington territory, to secure a
right of way for a possible railroad
through this country by putting the
Indians on reservations.
When Governor Stevens went
through this region in 1853 on his
way to take office at Olympia, Wash.,
he made arrangements for three coun
cils with the Indians to be held upon
his return in 1855. In June of 1855,
he held the first of these councils with
the Nez Perce in the Idaho Clearwater
country, and a treaty was drawn
granting these people, among other
things, the Clearwater country as a
hunting grounds upon their consent to
go upon a reservation.
July 7, the meeting at Council Grove,
4 miles west of Missoula, began with
the tribes of. the Selish nation. Three
hundred Indians represented the Bit
ter Roots, the Kalispells, the Kootenai
and the Upper and Lower Pend
O’Reille. This treaty which reserved
for the Selish the right of the BitterRoot valley south of Lolo for hunting
School of Music Is Sponsoring Plano grounds, was completed on July 14.
Concert on April 18
Went Up Blackfoot
From Council Grove, Stevens trav
Lowndes Maury, a graduate of the
State University, will present a piano eled up the Blackfoot river and down
recital Tuesday evening, April 18, in the Dearborn and Missouri to Fort
Main Hall auditorium at 8:15 o'clock. Benton where he had arranged for
The concert is to be given under the another treaty with the tribes of that
auspices of the School of Music.district. This meeting was delayed
The program will include selections until October while Stevens waited for
by Beethoven and Chopin as well as the arrival of the superintendent of
several modern compositions and orig Indian agencies who was to come up
inal compositions. Maury will be as the Missouri to meet him and help in
sisted by Russell Watson, violinist.
the final and main treaty. By that
Since graduating from the Univer time the Missouri was so low that it
sity in 1931, Maury has been studying was necessary for the council to meet
at the Chicago Musical college. He the superintendent at the mouth of the
intends to return to Chicago next fall Judith river.
to resume his studies.
There were 1,500 Indians at this
Great Council including representa
tives from the Nez Perce and Selish
nations. The final treaty binding the
Indians to move upon designated res
ervations and reserving for each na
tion the rights of certain specified
Eileen Jennings, senior in the De
regions for hunting grounds was con
partment of Economics and Sociology,
cluded. It is upon this latter treaty
has been awarded a scholarship to
the School of Social Administration at that the northern tribes have been
given the decision by the court of
Chicago university for 1933-34.
Miss Jennings entered the State claims for lands along the Sun river
and
east in the Kevin and Sweet Grass
University at the beginning of her
junior year. She previously had at oil fields which have been absorbed
tended Mills college at Oakland, Calif., by the government for oil and agri
and the University of Wisconsin at cultural projects. It is ony through
Madison. She has been active in their participation in this treaty that
campus life and is a member of Delta the Nez Perce and Selish are named
as plaintiffs in this suit as they have
Gamma.
since put their rights to much of their
lands under new provisions in sub
ROTHERMICH ADDRESSES
sequent treaties.
NEWMAN CLUB SUNDAY
To Supreme Court
The tribal council of the Blackfeet
Lieutenant A. E. Rothermlch of the
R.O.T.C. talked on the “Early Cath has decided in favor of carrying the
olic History of Montana” at the month case to the United States supreme
ly meeting and breakfast of the New court. The council believes the con
man club at St. Anthony’s hall Sun tention that treaty rights have been
violated is apparently upheld by the
day.
The address summarized the work decision of the court of claims, and
of Catholic priests in Montana and will attempt to regain the full value
showed the zeal of the Indians for the of their loss.
“Great White Father.”
Leonard Kenfield who recently un
Plans were competed for the an
nual Newman Club dance which will derwent an operation for appendicitis
a
t
St. Patrick’s hospital, has resumed
be held in the women’s gym April 22.
his studies at the State University.

Maury Will Give
Recital on Tuesday

STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
IS INSTRUCTOR AT LEHIGH
Captain William M. Tow, U. S. A.,
who received his master’s degree from
the State University in 1915, is at
present assistant professor of military
science and tactiCB at Lehigh univer
sity, Bethlehem, Pa., according to in
formation received here. He was de
tailed there after completing work at
the Tank School, Fort Meade, Md., and
at Fort Benning, Ga.
Lehigh university has 700 students
enrolled in the military department
and Captain Tow is in charge of the
freshman class which numbers 300.
Prof. Frank Chester Becker, also a
member of the Lehigh faculty, taught
at the State University several years
ago.
Ellen Galusha left Friday for Hel
ena where she will spend the week
end with her parents.

YOUR
COMMUNITY STORE
IS BEST
For Confections and Groceries

UNIVERSITY
GROCERY
The Red and White Store
1221 Helen Ave. Phone 5564

SPORT SHOES
For Easter

Eileen Jennings Is
Scholarship Winner

Easter

Lilies

The Symbolic Flower for the
Joyous Season. Don’t forget the
folks back home this Easter. We
can ship them anywhere. Prices
were never so low. Come in and
"see our large display.

Classified Ads
ROOM AND BOARD
WANTED—FOUR OR SIX BOYS—
board and room $15 per month;
good eats and plenty of hot water.
Phone 2006 immediately.
FOR SALE

Garden City
Floral Co.
Home Grown Flowers

Friday, April 14, 1933

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER FOR
sale; $12 cash or monthly payments.
Call 4087. L. Howard.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST—PLAIN SILVER RIMMED
glasses. Return to telephone booth.
Dorothy Tilzey.

Notices

Independent activity tickets may be
“Tuxes Vest” Will Be on Display; obtained at the Independent office in
the
Little Theatre on Wednesday and
Sanders Urges Students
Thursday, April 19 and 20, at any
To Place Orders
hour. Bring receipts.
"Tuxee vest” has been chosen as the
junior garb for this year, and a sample
Members of the Baptist Young Peo
of the women’s model will be put on ple’s union will meet at the Baptist
display at the Students’ Store. The church Saturday afternoon a t 4:30
men’s vest is similar to the one to be o’clock to attend a picnic. All Bap
displayed but it will not have lapels, tist students are invited.
and will be finished in natural colored
Anyone who owns a car and would
leather with tan buttons. Numerals
will be on the pocket in copper color. like to help in the transportation of
those
going to Play Day at Bozeman,
“In choosing the garb,” said Claget
Sanders, chairman of the Junior Garb with part of the expenses paid, please
Distribution of the Student’s A, S. committee, “the members of the com see Ruth Nickey or Ada Wood.
U. M. ticket, 1962-83:
mittee have tried to get a practical
All women who wish to go out for
Fund
Per Cent garment a t a reasonable price.”
clasB baseball teams must come to
Orders should be placed at the Sport practice on Monday and Wednesday*
R eserv e_________________ ^____ 6.
tMajor Athletic Fund__________60.
Shop as soon as possible so that as from 3 to 5 'o’clock.
K a im in ___________ -__________8.33 many students as passible, will have
S e n tin e l____________ ________ 16.67 the garb by Track Meet.
B a n d ________________________ 2.16
D eb ate________________________2.16
W. A. A . ________________ ;___ 2.72
C la s s e s __________________ _— 2.72
Minor S p o rts __________________ 2.72
(In cid en tals_______________
7.52
This is the first of a series ef
articles sponsored by the Presi
dents’ clnb for the purpose of
acquainting students with Infor
mation regarding student matters.
Pete Meloy of the Presidents’ club
said yesterday th at an endeavor
wfll be made to answer any ques
tions concerning student affairs
and policy, If the questions are
signed and submitted to the
Kaimin, from whence they will be
deUvered Into the hands of the
person from whom an answer Is
desired.

Total

-.

100.

t Approximate figures.
(Awards, Aber Day expenses, bal
lots for elections, etc.
Submitted by the Presidents’ club.

W. A. A. Will Install
At Formal Banquet
New Officers Will Take Over Duties
On April 25
For the first time in the history of
the Women’s Athletic association, in
stallation of newly-elected officers
will take place at a formal banquet to
be given Tuesday, April-25.
The new officers include: Ada Wood
of Stevensville, president; Vivian
Bower of Tarkio, vice-president, and
Virginia Bode of Great Falls, secre
tary-treasurer.
Invitations will be sent to all
women who have participated in
sports both this year and last. Guests
of honor will Include Dean H arriet
Rankin Sedman, Ruth Nickey, director
of the Department of Physical Edu
cation for women, and Gladys Allred,
assistant director. Leola Stevens of
Poison will be toastmistress.
Sara Miles of East Helena is in
charge of invitations; Eleanor Mac
Donald of Yellowstone Park, flowers
and place cards, and Louise Geyer of
Great Falls, general arrangements.
No definite plans have been made for
the program.
Retiring officers of W. A. A. are:
Leola Stevens, president; Sara Miles,
vice-president, and Ada Wood, .secre
tary-treasurer.

j

Your
Phi Sigma Plans
To Hold Initiation Easter Hat
Late This Month ! Must Look Smart
Throe Pharmacy Professors Have
Accepted Science Fraternity’s
Membership Bids
Phi Sigma, national honorary sci
ence fraternity, will hold initiation the
latter part of April. Several members
of the Department of Biology as well
as three professors of the School of
Pharmacy, will be initiated at this
time. Special initiation will be held
for two members of the Department
of Physical Education.
Among those who hare accepted
bids for initiation are Dean C. E. Mollett, Prof. Leon Richards, Prof. John
F. Suchy, all of the School of Phar
macy; Robert Somerville, biology;
Eugene Manis, Leonard Nordstrom,
botany; Ada Wood, Laura Martin,
physical education.
At a meeting of Phi Sigma, Tuesday
evening, talks were given by Joe
Lasby and Marjorie Davis. Dr. M. J.
Elrod gave a summary of the origin,
purpose and achievements of Phi
Sigma.

We have just received a num
ber of new hats, which we know
you will like. They are the most
likeable, wearable hats we’ve
seen in ages. Close fitting or
with brims. And in all the new
shades.

1-95 to $7.95
The
Cinderella Shoppe
208 North Higgins

For Spring Chills and Fevers
See—

“DR. KNOCK”
Sponsored by Vera Borea
S l im t r im s

ani

h

Kic{ernic{

j

A l l -i n - O n e s

Council Announces
New Sorority Plan
Assistant house manager positions
for sorority girls were made optional
to each sorority, by vote of Pan-Hel
lenic council Wednesday.
Sororities in favor of this plan will
dispense with the services of one or
more house boys, giving to their mem
bers the opportunity of earning their
board and room.
Attempts are being made by sorority
girls to have as many members as
possible living in their houses this
coming year.
The Frontier has recently received
a subscription from the Provincial
Library of Chekiang a t Hangchow,
China, according to H. G. Merriam,
editor of the magazine.

Undergarments with
sufficient firm ness
to act also as a
foundation — t h a t
women with youth
ful figures will be
glad to know about
Of knitted and wov
en satin lastex —
petal pink, light as
air, washable.

*2.95 md *3-95
MissouiaMercaktile

Everyone
Can Profit
by Using
the
Kaimin
W ant Ads
In buying and in selling; in

A new
Gordon Shirt
if one ever shrinks
There’s a guarantee for you 1 If you like the com
fort and coolness of oxford shirts—you’ll like even
more the non-shrinking virtues of Arrow’s smart
GORDON. Come in today—buy a GORDON—
wear it—send it to the laundry—and learn why a
shirt that’s Sanforized-Shrunk can never shrink I

$J9S

MissoulaMercantmCo

borrowing and in renting; in
offering transportation and in
desiring transportation; in
offering tutorial services and
in seeking tutoring, there is
no better way to do it than
to call at the

Kaimin
Business
Office

